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Data Tranz Announces Multiple Site / Location Support for it GlassShop Standard Product Line 

Starting mid-year, Data Tranz began releasing copies of their software for live operational evaluation at 

various select clients nationwide.  These versions contained a critical and fundamental change to the 

GlassShop software line, giving businesses the opportunity to save Quotes, Work Orders, and Invoices to 

different sites.  These sites can either be defined as an internal profit point, such as a mobile unit, or 

they could be in combination be a location across town or across the country. 

Herb Ludwig, President of Data Tranz reveals: “the benefit of the multiple site software became quickly 

apparent.  Generally, we’re seeing our clients deploying on their own servers and allowing remote users 

to log into the system remotely.  It’s exciting seeing mobile units wirelessly accessing the GlassShop 

system to obtain orders and complete jobs.  We even have several larger operations that have opted out 

of maintaining hardware completely and have “gone to the cloud” as one may say.” 

This is not a multiple site system that forces users to logout and login of sites as they go about their daily 

business, but one that conforms dynamically to a business operation.  For example, in a call center, the 

CSRs would have access to all sites instantly, by just changing the site on the order entry form, or by 

browsing the graphical scheduler.  Remote users can be restricted to seeing only very specific windows 

and with only site specific information.  It’s all very changeable, and can be modified to fit how a 

successful business operates. 

Multiple site support extends to reporting, billing, accounts receivable, and even EDI.  One caveat for 

multiple sites, though, is that while Data Tranz does not charge additionally for this capability, 

businesses will be responsible for any additional licensing fees. 

For more information about Data Tranz solutions for the glass industry visit: 

www.datatranz.com and download a fully functional demonstration system. 

Or call Josh Holm at 1-800-241-1493 ext 1. 
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